Science, Technology, Engineering & Math Pathway

Your Pathway to Success Starts Here!

*(High School Endorsement Area: STEM)*

- Biology (BI3, AS)
- Chemistry (CH3, AS)
- Computer & Graphics Technology (CGT2, AAS)
- Computer Maintenance Technology (MT1)
- Computer Science (CS3, AS)
- Game Development Specialist (GADS2, AAS)
- Environmental Science (EV3, AS)
- Geology (GY3, AS)
- Mathematics (MAT3, AS)
- Network Maintenance Technology (CNET2, AAS)
- Physics (PS3, AS)
- Pre-Engineering (EGR3, AS)

**Contact Advisor/Counselor**

Tyrone Smith *(tysmith@lee.edu, 832.556.4020)*
Patrice Richards *(prichards@lee.edu, 281.425.6377)* Financial Aid Technician

*FINd A CAREER
My Next Move*